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Sleazy? Yes. Criminal? Probably not. 
The New York Times has grown so gullible that it believed the spin on the Page Six scandal 

By HARVEY SILVERGLATE  |  April 12, 2006 

 

As anyone attuned to sleaze and sensationalism is aware, the scandalmongers at the New York 

Post’s Page Six are themselves engulfed in a scandal of tsunami-like proportions — at least in 

the world where reality is defined by People, Us, Star, and the National Enquirer. 

 

The Post’s Gotham-tabloid rival, the Daily News, is having predictable sport with the story. And 

the good, gray New York Times has also pulled out all the stops. As the Wall Street 

Journal rather archly noted on Tuesday, the Times had so far published more words on this 

subject (10,865) than even the News (6588). 

 

It tells us something about the central place of gossip in our national life when the self-

proclaimed paper of record dedicates this much real estate to such a story. But when you look 

at how the Times reported the story, framed the issues, and internalized the central points the 

story’s leakers clearly had in mind, you realize that the Times isn’t exercising the independent 

judgment one expects from a paper with its history and pretensions. 

There is a story here, but it’s about media ethics, not the federal crime of extortion. Because 

federal prosecutors are involved, the Times is treating this as a criminal case. It’s not. Rather, 

the Times has adopted the mind-set of federal prosecutors and the “victim’s” legal team: if it’s 

ugly, it can be twisted and spun to appear to fit the definition of some federal crime. 

 

Naughty boy 

New York Post gossip writer Jared Paul Stern became fodder for national gossip himself last 

Saturday when the New York Times (the Daily News was off and running with the story the day 

before) ran a sensationalized story about him on page one, above the fold, consuming one-third 

of the page and complete with a scandal-sheet-style photographic montage of the major 

players. This was followed by another page-one story, on Sunday, accompanied by a grainy 

surreptitious-surveillance video frame. 

http://thephoenix.com/Boston/news/8901-sleazy-yes-criminal-probably-not/
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What exactly did Stern do? According to news reports, a private-investigative firm hired by 

supermarket magnate Ron Burkle captured Stern on secretly recorded video in Burkle’s TriBeCa 

loft. On the tape, Stern appears to be asking for a $100,000 initial payment plus $10,000 a 

month, ominously described by the Times as a “monthly stipend ... in return for keeping 

negative information about [Burkle] out of the [Post].” Burkle, 53, had earlier claimed in letters 

to the Post that embarrassing Page Six stories describing him as a “party-boy billionaire” who 

dated supermodel Gisele Bundchen, among other women, and went through an ugly breakup 

were false. So he arranged to meet Stern at a Manhattan hotel last summer, “after a friend 

suggested Mr. Stern could give him some insight into Page Six.” At that meeting, Burkle alleges, 

Stern asked him to become a source for Stern’s gossip pieces. Burkle reportedly declined, but 

agreed to buy 60 shirts from Stern’s clothing line “as a favor.” Burkle’s lawyer, Martin D. Singer, 

then lodged a number of litigation threats against the paper, all to no avail. However, the story 

goes on, “an employee of Mr. Burkle’s received an e-mail message from Mr. Stern, a 

contributor who worked two days a week for Page Six, suggesting that Mr. Burkle could change 

the column’s treatment of him.” 

 

The text of the e-mail is crucial to understanding what transpired between Stern and Burkle. “I 

understand Ron is upset about the press he’s been getting,” the e-mail states. “If he’s really 

concerned, he needs a strategy for dealing with it and regulating it rather than merely reacting. 

It’s not easy to accomplish, but he certainly has the means to do so.” It was at this point, 

the Times reports, that Burkle “suspected he was being extorted” and “reached out to his 

attorney, who then reached out to law enforcement.” What followed was right out of the 

FBI/DOJ playbook: Stern agreed to meet Burkle at least twice in late March at Burkle’s loft, 

where Burkle’s security team — including a private-investigations firm — recorded that and a 

subsequent meeting at which a federal agent and a prosecutor joined Burkle’s security detail 

“to monitor the recording.” 

 

As told by the Times, Stern’s story reads like a fairly cut-and-dried case of blackmail — a crime 

in every state — but also a federal offense of “extortion,” when any facilities of interstate 

communications — mail, telephone, e-mail, and the like — are used in an attempt to coerce 

someone into doing something that he or she does not want to do. Lawyers for high-profile 

“victims” who report such attempts to the authorities frequently bring in the feds, in part 

because the federal definition of “extortion,” like many federal crimes, is notoriously broad and 

loose, so that a wide variety of conduct, much of it lawful though not very nice, can be spun as 

criminal. 
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The Times’ skepticism should have been aroused by the fact that its sources turned over only 

six — six! — heavily edited minutes of roughly three hours of recordings. What’s more, it was 

Burkle, not Stern, who asked, “How much do you want?” Throughout the snippets reported in 

the Times, it is Burkle who tries to put into Stern’s mouth the magic words signifying extortion. 

But Burkle never quite succeeds, since Stern was not threatening Burkle but trying to enlist him 

as an investor in Stern’s clothing line and to convince the supermarket mogul to hire him as his 

media adviser. Stern did not threaten to retaliate should Burkle turn him down. 

 

Also recall that Stern was only a twice-a-week contributor to Page Six, so it’s virtually certain he 

did not have the power to deliver on any promises about Page Six coverage. More important, in 

additional transcript excerpts published by Post archrival the New York DailyNews last Monday, 

Stern makes reasonably clear that he is not seeking to extort Burkle: “It is not a stickup,” Stern 

assures the mogul at one point. Stern’s attempt to become a media consultant to Burkle is 

suggested when he offers to “help you when it is needed.” When Burkle, obviously at the 

suggestion of the feds monitoring the conversation, tries to get Stern to adopt the description 

of “protection” for the service Stern is offering, Stern demurs, saying that he is offering “help” 

and not protection. “Protection,” Stern admonished Burkle, “adds overtones.” When Burkle 

suggests that maybe he should pay the Page Six editor $100,000, Stern again demurs. “Well, I 

don’t think you want to do that.” Instead, lectures the would-be media consultant, “you need a 

strategy,” not protection. Stern offers to show Burkle how to become “a friend of the paper” 

rather than a subject of its gossip pages. If Burkle can ingratiate himself with the Page Six 

editor, in particular, he could become an insider rather than an outsider. And what if Burkle 

refuses to pay Stern for these services? the mogul inquires. “We can still be friends, but we’re 

not going to be as good friends.” 

 

What we’re seeing is the kind of pitch that PR men and women make every day in the Big Apple 

and elsewhere. The only difference is that Stern, by playing on both teams, engaged in a nasty 

conflict of interest that should get him fired, but not indicted. 

 

To anyone experienced in criminal law, it is all too obvious what was going on here: Burkle was 

instructed to try to put certain words into the target’s mouth. Just as obviously, the sting failed: 

Stern resisted the bait and stuck to his proposal rather than adopt Burkle’s suggestion of a 

“protection” arrangement. The real story here is the collaboration of the businessman, his 

private henchmen, and their federal prosecutor and FBI allies to try to set up a sleazy but not 

criminal gossip columnist for a federal bust. They failed to euchre Stern, but they seem to have 

succeeded with theTimes. Whether the feds decide to bring criminal charges will likely depend 
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on whether they feel they can spin the encounters much as Burkle’s team spun the scenario to 

theTimes. It would not be easy to find a jury of 12 ordinary citizens as gullible as the Times’ 

editors. 

 

Why, then, the leaks from the investigative camp? The likely aim was to put sufficient pressure 

on a ruined Stern to force him into a plea bargain so that a court would never be asked to rule 

on whether the tapes show an extortion or simply a sleazy gossip columnist making a fool of 

himself. For another thing, the ruse would likely scare other columnists away from reporting on 

Burkle’s activities. I’m betting that if Stern holds firm and makes clear that he would go to trial 

rather than cop a plea, the feds would back off. 

 

The kindness of strangers 

It would be tempting to be less harsh about the Times were it not for a slew of recent stories in 

which the paper, gulled by government leaks, did more to manipulate readers than to inform 

them. Consider the Wen Ho Lee fiasco, in which theTimes fueled speculation by declaring that 

the Los Alamos scientist had given the Chinese nuclear secrets and that the Clinton 

administration could have, but chose not to, stop him. The only problem, as Eric Boehlert noted 

on Salon, was that the Times “reporters relied on slim evidence, quick conclusions and loyalty 

to sources with an ax to grind.” Despite the Times’ sensationalized coverage, Lee ultimately 

pleaded guilty to one count of improperly downloading classified material — a far cry from the 

original 59 charges. 

 

Or the Times’ coverage of the Enron scandal. After reading it, one would never know there is a 

genuine debate over whether the techniques used by Enron to enhance its bottom line were 

criminally fraudulent tactics or legal-accounting gambits that stretched but did not break the 

law. 

 

In a more visceral example, consider the scandal currently engulfing Duke University’s lacrosse 

team. The alleged victim, an “exotic dancer” hired to do a strip routine at an off-campus party 

last month, claimed she was forced into a bathroom and abused and sodomized by team 

members, who denied the accusations. When DNA tests came back negative, failing to link any 

of the men to the alleged attack, the Times, instead of focusing on whether the alleged victim 

was lying and the local North Carolina prosecutor had been fooled, actually bought the 

misleading line of the district attorney (currently running for re-election) that DNA evidence is 

not present in every sexual-assault case. 
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And who can forget the extent to which former Times reporter Judith Miller carried the 

administration’s water by publishing leaks about Saddam Hussein’s supposed “weapons of 

mass destruction” on the basis of which the Bush administration tried to justify going to war? 

 

Surely there comes a time in the life of a newspaper, after repeatedly making bad calls, when it 

must question the motives of government leakers and spinners. These stories often lead to big 

headlines, but the disappointing aftermath too often leaves the newspaper with egg on its face. 

It’s a good bet that the story of Jared Paul Stern’s “extortion” of Ronald W. Burkle will be the 

latest Times rush to judgment by welcoming too heartily the proverbial Greeks bearing gifts. 

 

 


